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INTERVIEWER Why dont you begin by saying

your name.

DAVID KAHAN Okay. My name is David Kahan.

was born in little town in. Transylvania. It changes

hands from Hungary to Rumania once in while. When was

born it was Rumania. It was called YURGIN-E. When the

Hungarians took over in 1940 it was called YAD-O-SENT-IKOSH.

was one of six children My parents were very religious

10 Orthodox was born on November 22nd l82. Actually you

11 like me to tell you just about anything about my family or

12 just pertaining to the Holocaust or whatever --

13 INTERVIEWER Yeah because its good to have

14 some context to talk about what happened to yo.u but what

15 happened to you is also what was happening in your life

16 DAVID KAHAN see The pre-Holocaust life

17 is also interesting. All right.

18 INTERVIEWER Im interested.

19 DAVID KAHAN My father .he was school

20 teacher at one time We had small store. We had some

21
economically good times some bad. remember lot of

22
poverty as child but also lot of happiness. It was

23 nice small Jewish community. think back of the days of

24 the beautiful times the holidays when the poorist person

25
had something meat for Sabbath and white tableclothes the
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candlelight. And all those lovely setiments and things seem

to be gone from my life forever.

My oldest brother who at 18 was an ordained

rabbi he was drafted to the Hungarian army. They didnt

take the Jewish boys to their fighting forces but they took

them to labor battalions and he died in the Ukraine. Thats

where his battalion was working. He was very religious. He

actually starved to death because he would only eat kosher.

never understood that and dont believe it but thats

10 what he did.

11 My second brother who is nine years older

12 than am was also in the Hungarian labor battalion. He

13 was very lucky. They had very decent gentile who was

14 their commandant or their he was in charge of them. And

15 he told me stories of bow he protected them lot of times.

16 He survIved He was liberated by the Russian army in 1944.

17 He was the first Jew to come back to our town. He lives in

18 Isrealnow thanks God.

19 My other older brother three years older

20 than me survived in Budapest as an unJew. None of us seem

21 to look as Jews as you can notice blond. And he survived

22 and he went to Fsreal in 1948 and he died in the fight

23 for their inaudible.

24
My family my father and mother and my

25 sister and younger brother plus other relatives were taken
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from our homes in April of 1944. There was knock on our

door one night about 200 oclock. Hungarian policeman

told us that all the Jewish people have to come downtown to

congregate in the schoolyard and we can each pack suitcase

which we did.

We had no idea what it was all about. Weve

heard that the Germans were mistreating the Jews all over

Europe but we never really understood what was happening

because communications were very poor. We all went to the

10 schoolhouse where we stayed for about three days until they

11 found cattle cars to take us to SOLSKREEG and to the ghetto.

12 That was maybe fifty or sixty miles away from our hometown.

13 In that place they congregated the Jews from

14 many counties dont quite remember exactly but think

from radius of fifty or sixty miles they collected all the

16 Jews. They must have had twenty-five or thirty thousand

17 Jews congregated there in the large brick factory that was

18 abandoned. Of course the sanitary conditions were very

19 bad and very humiliating particularly for young ladies or

20 women the life we bad there.

21 The food was very poor but we were all

22 together the families still not knowing what the future

23 will bring. We were just all bewildered and just hoping

24 and praying for miracles that everything will be all right.

25
They told us that we would all be taken to labor camps that
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no harm will come to us. guess the Germans were very good

in lulling us into false security and in keeping the

secret. Actually we were very lucky because Hungary was an

ally of Germany. For that reason we were still at homein

1944 while many European Jews had perished already in the

concentration camp in Auschwitz. And still cant get over

it when think back how it was possible that we did not know

about Auschwitz but we just didnt.

So after we were in the ghetto approximately

10 three weeks finally they were able to secure enough cattle

cars to take us to Auschwitz. One day they told us to stand

12 all in line just take everybody small suitcase and leave

13 all other belongings behind and we were going in the train

14 to labor camps. They paŁked us into the cattle tra1ns cars.

15 dont remember how many people but it was tightly packed.

16 It was very embarrassing again. No sanitary conditions

17 hardly anything. And particularly for the young ladies and

18 women was very embarrassing. It was very painful for

19
religious people like my father who had to put down the

20 tallith and fill in the prayer shawls to pray. That was

21
something that had never happened to us.

22 So after recall we bad very little food.

23
When we arrived to Auschwitz we were half starved already.

24
We arrived during the night. The morning when they opened

25
the cattle cars they told everybody to get out. We saw lot
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of German soldiers and SS with their dogs and lot of people

with striped clothes. They were Jews who were there ahead

of us mostly Polish Jews who were doing the work in

Auschwitz. And remember vividly how we stood in the line

and my little brother who was four years younger than

was came over to me. He told me that that man in that

striped suit had told him that he should say he was 17 years

old. had no idea at that time what that meant but

realized that if said you were older sometimes that saved

10 your life. But he hold my hand and my fathers hand and

11 the three of us we were marched along

12 INTERVTEWERt HOw old were you

13 DAVID KAHAN was 15.

14 INTERVIEWER Fifteen and your brother was

15 DAVID KAHAN My brother was eleven.

16 INTERVIEWER Eleven.

17 DAVID KAHAN Yes. He was too young. There

18 stood guy German guy. think it was Dr. Mengele who

19 just looked at us and he told my father to go to the right

20 and my little brother and told me to go to the left. And

21 had no idea at that time what that menat but that was

22 the day of eekbning of who was going to die and who was

23
going to live.

24
We were taken with group of younger mostly

25
young people strong looking people and we were kept for
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labor. We were eventually shipped to Germany to concentration

camps to work with the rest of the people. My father my

mother and my sister and brother but other relatives with

small children or older people they all went to the other

side. And saw that long line but didnt realize at

that time that that was line to the gas chambers. When

we were together in large group they took off all our

clothing. They let us keep our shoes They deloused us

they call it And we had shower and they gave us some

10 striped clothes. They sent us into our barracks in

11 BERKEN-NOW

12 We were all wondering what happened to our

13 families. It didnt take long before again the Pljsh Jews

14 who were there longer told us that well you might as well

15 say KALASH after your family because theyre going up in

16 smoke in those chimneys And of course it was shattering

17 experience being all alone and realizing that you might not

18 see your family again. And for about two days remember

19 was just shattered not knowing whats happening bewildered.

20 couldnt believe what was actually happening In Auschwitz

21 but after that got couldnt eat for two days but

22 then was hungry and had to eat that food They call

23
DERK-EN-MtJS-ER that they gave us. Then from day to day

24 we were told again by the Polish Jews that youre lucky and

25
you hope that you get out of here. This place is not good
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to stay alive.

INTERVIEWER Were there people there who

sort of tried to look after you

DAVID KAHAN Not really. Not really. Beside

of some of those people who were there ahead of us told us

what Auschwitz was all about that you get here and they

have the gas chambers and those who are not killed hopefully

will be sent to labor camps. So we were hopigthatwe

would be sent out of Auschwitz to labor camps. As far as

10 can remember was there approximately for four weeks.

11 The conditions were very difficult and we were packed in

12 those barracks like herrings. It was difficult to sleep at

13 night That was quite bad.

14 About four weeks later was told to stand

15 in line. They were looking for workers to go to Germany.

16 So we were glad to get out of Auschwitz. trainful of people

17 were put in the train. We were given loaf of bread which

18 was very nice.

19 INTERVIEWER Excuse me. Every time you tap

20 on the microphone it will come up on the tape Okay

21 DAVID KAHAN We were given loaf of bread

22 and put on train and after about day or two or three

23
days dont remember how long it took us we arrived

24 to place called Muldorf. It was maybe fifteen twenty

25 miles from Munich as far as can recall. And that was
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new concentration camp. My number in Auschwitz was given

as 83226. Ill always remember that number. Its ingrained

in my memory. In that camp they were going to build an

underground airplane factory because Germany was being bombed

terribly by the Allied forces so our labor was very hard.

We started to cut the woods from the forest

by hand. Then we had to carry them by hand. You know they

had group of people just sort of small baseball bat type

round sticks. Each of us on each side to lift was to carry

10 them to certain designated place. When the woods were

11 cleared then we started to dig dig dig into the ground

12 with machinery and also lot of labor by hand to dig those

13 huge underground caverns for the factory. Then after working

14 there for while the hardest labor was when they started

15 to pour the concrete. They had those huge platform withthe

16 concrete mixing machine on top that was maybe like fifty or

17 sixty steps as far as can remember so those cement bags

18 were hundred pounds. And they put it On your shoulder and

you had to walk up that line and down the line.

20 was sort of like line of the doomed

21
walking constantly with heavy load on you And those

22
people who were just too weak and tired just fell out of the

23
line. Eventually they all died but those who were young

24 and strong just kept going.

25
And you had to use lot of initiative to
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survive. You had to use your wits. realized after carrying

that concrete on my back for couple hours that if dont

do something or rest little bit Ill just collapse and

used to tell the guard that had to go to the bathroom.

sneaked away and just didnt come back for while.

figured well if they catch me they might kill me but

If dont do something to preserve my strength Ill die

anyhow. So used to always use my wits to try to figure

out some way out or to rest little bit or get away from

10 the hard labor.

11 So that was food was of course very meager.

12 We used to get up in the morning. dont exactly remember

13 but think it was around 600 oclock We were given some

14 black chicory coffee Then we were counted in that PEL

15 every morning to see that everybody was there that nobody

16 had run away. Then we used to march to our -- it was called

17 the HOW-BOSH-TELLA the place where we went to work. It

18 took approximately an hour We got there. We usually

19 worked until 1200 oclock We had half an hour for lunch.

20 They gave us some soup. Unfortunately there wasnt much

21 anything left in it. Mostly water. Even the meager rations

22 that we were supposed to get lot of it was stolen by the

23 SS the Germans and sold on the black market and we didnt

24 get enough food. It didnt really make sense for them to

25 starve us. If they wanted us to work you know they should

___________________________
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have given us at least some decent rations. Then we usually

about 530 at night we used to march back to our camp be

counted again. Then we used to get our main meal. It used

to be piece of bread and small piece of wurst in Germany

or piece of sausage and bolôf soup again. That was our

main meal. We were supposed to save some of the bread for the

next day but we were usually so hungry that we ate our main

meal at night and then we went without bread for the next

day but we were usually so hungry that we ate our main meal

10 at night and then we went without any bread or very little

11 food until the next evening. The morning was coffee water

12 and then the next day was little bit of soup. And then

13 of course we were tired and exhausted and we huddled in our

14 barracks to save our strength for another day.

15 INTERVIEWER Did lot of people try and run

16 away

17 DAVID KAHAN No no not many people. From

18
my camp dont recall -- dont remember even one no

19 dont. Vaguely think that one person ran away once and --

20 yes one person did run away They caught him and they

21 hanged him. Nobody ever run away because we were in Germany

22 We didnt know we didnt think anyone would help us. And

23 we had no hair. Our hair was cut short. We had our striped

24
clothes so we didnt think there was any chance of getting

25
any help from anybody to run away so we just kept on going
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and just hoping and praying that we will stay alive because

some day well be liberated from the camps.

If you have any specific questions Ill be

glad to answer them for you. Basically was in that camp

for about six or seven months. Then one day while we stood

in line they just simply took about five or six hundred of

us and took us to another camp about ten miles from Muldorf

called MITER-GAZ. And that was new camp. They were

building cement forms to build houses with. It belonged to

10 German Air Force Officer Labor there was also very hard

11 and lot of my comrades died. From the people in the camp

12 that arrived with within six months most of them were dead.

13 Labor was just too had.

14 After being in the camp until about April

15 of 1944 we heard rumors that the Americans were coming

16 that the war was getting near to Germany that Germany was

17 losing the war. It was fantastic feeling of the hope

18 that maybe this will be all over pretty soon even though

19 we werent sure the Germans would let us stay alive. We

20 were afraid they might kill us so we cant tell the story.

21 So one day they told us that we got to march

22 back from MIT-ER-GAZ to Muldorf to the main camp which we

23
did. And there they told us that in few days well be

24
leaving the train. They were trying to take us someplace

25
as far as know to the inaudible Mountains to kill us all
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again. The Germans didntt want anybody left to tell the

unbelievable horror stories what they had penetrated upon

the Jewish people. And of course they killed many nonJews

too but the destruction of the Jewish people was total.

They were trying to make it total

After traveling in the train for about three

days we were attacked by the Allies. Do you want me to

stop for while

INTERVIEWER No just wanted to see. There

10 is tape left.

11 DAVID KAHAN Any left

12 INTERVIEWER Yes.

13 DAVID KAHAN Okay. How much time havewe

14 taken up so far

15 INTERVIEWER Oh Im not even looking at

16 that.

17 DAVID KAHAN Okay. Fine. So we were bombed

18 once by Allied bombers. number of my comrades got killed

19 there. Then about week before the actual liberation we had

20 what we called false liberation. In station in city

21 called POING PON not far from Munich the station master

22 came out and he said that the war is over. Germany surrendered.

23 We were shocked unbelievable happy news.

24 And me and few of my comrades we just sat

25
in front of our cattle car just sitting down and trying to
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actually digest what was happening around us and lucky for us

that we didnt leave because many hundreds that well left

the train were killed because actually Germany had not

surrendered. It was just rumor or maybe somebody did want

to surrender but the SS didnt allow them to.

So there was an Air Force camp nearby and

they started to pick up all the survivors who left the

train for this one area and they brought them back into

the train. lot of them were killed and wounded. The

10 problem was at that time that those fellows who thought that

the war was over have gone ahead and taken all the food

12 out from the food car. They used to give us piece of bread

13 eery day So the food was all taken out eaten up and

14 when they put us back in the train there was no food. So

15
for about week to the liberation we almost starved to death.

16
just was getting so weak. was just lying in the cattle

17
car and wondering well guess Im going to go to sleep and

18
maybe not get up one day.

19 INTERVIEWER They didnt take you back You

20
just stayed there

21
DAVID KAHAN They just -- we were just --

22
we were being transported to the train back and forth. We

23 had no idea guess this was how we survived The

24
confusion was so big in Germany any more They didnt know

25
where to take us. The American soldiers were coming too fast.
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remember one episode. The train had stopped

and there was Hungarian soldier prison camp across the

barbed wire and they threw some food over to us and we had

an old German guard. He was hungry too because there was

no food. He picked up pieceof bread. was so hungry

didnt care if he killed me. went over there and

grabbed the bread from his hand and run away. So had

this slice of food and about four days later one morning

we opened the door of our cattle car and the Germans were

10
gone.

11 it was just we didnt believe it. walked

12
over. was starved so went over to German house maybe

13 half mile away and begged for some food which they

14
gave me remember they were drinking champagne. guess

15
they were celebrating the war being over And came back to

16
my train and we realized that saw the first American tank

17
came back and they threw us food from the tanks. That was

18
an unforgettable experience. guess most of us will be and

19
are eternally grateful to the American army for saving our

20
lives and of course to the American people for joining

21
the war to liberate us from the Hitler nightmare. lot of --

22
yes youre asking

23
INTERVIEWER wanted to ask during this

24
period you were fifteen sixteen yars old right

25
DAVID KAHAN Yes.
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INTERVIEWER And assume that most of the

people with you in the camps were also young men

DAVID KAHAN Young or strong yes.

INTERVIEWER How was it that you -- well was

it difficult to deal with every day that this is going to be

you know to make sure that you could get through the day

DAVID KAHAN Its very good question. As

mentioned earlier you have to first of all just be

strong and be strong and in your own mind not to give up

10 because if you give up In your brain that youre not going

11 to make it you just die Like in Auschwitz people touched

12 the barbed wire fence and they died. They were electrified.

13 Just to believe dont know whether its just Jewish

14 trait to try to survive Maybe anybody would try to survIve

15 under those circumstances hoping that maybe tomorrow

16 miracle will happen this will be over. And just try to use

17
your wits.Once in while used to jump into battalion

18 where the work wasnt so hard and you know got few days

19 relief.

20 One time was so weak that felt that was

21 going to die if didnt do anything. There were kids even

22
younger than Iwas maybe thirteen fourteen. They used to

23 work in the kitchen peeling potatos and figured that

24
just need some break so after the PEL when they counted us

25
we dashed to that group so when they took about thirty-five or
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forty kids to peel potatos so just got in line and was

lucky to get in there. was there for three days. Then

they kicked me out of it because was too old. They had

some others and they knew that didnt belong there so

that gave me some strength for few days so you had to

sort of use your wits to try to survive from one day to

another.

INTERVIEWER Was there solidarity among

it was just these boys right

10 DAVID KAHAN Yes it was just boys.

11 INTERVIEWER Was there just everyone had to

12 be so selfprotective

13 DAVID KAHAN Well it was selfprotective

14 but there was solidarity to an extent that when we were

15 worki.ng together if guy was little bit weak we used to

16 pitch in for him but basically there wasnt much we could do

17 for each other because the food that we got was for just enough

18 to keep us barely alive.

19 remember when we walked from MIT-ERGAZ to

20 Muldorf back to the end there was one guy. dont know

21 how that happened. But he was fat when he started out of

22 the camp and even during the year that he was there -- he

23 was from Budapest he was still pretty fat. His legs

24 were weak. And held his arm to help hm walk back so we

25 helped those people who were little bit weaker than you were

________________________________
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as much as we could. And of course we would have done

anything for another comrade but there wasnt really much

you had to work. You were supervised by the Germans or

you were whipped and beaten. And you couldnt do anything

for the other guy really.

INTERVIEWER Did you think that the Germans

were afraid of the boys in the camp or was there anything

like that that would make them treat you worse or beat you

more or

10 DAVID KAHAN Well no they only used to

11 beat us for being sadistic for being brutal. dont think

12 they were afraid of us because we were actually dehumanized

13 so much and we had nothing to fight back with and it was just

14 like almost like bunch of animals just trying to stay alive

15 from day to day. We had no strength to fight back. can

16 talk to you about this later. lecture in the Detroit area

17 to schools about the Holocaust. Four years ago when think

18 his name is Proffesor Butz from Chicago University wrote

19 book that the Holocaust didnt happen. number of us

20 survivors realized that while were still alive we must

21 tell the story.

22 So we organized group of survivors and

23 spoke to many high. schools junior schools in the Detroit

24 area mostly nonJewish some Jewish synagogues also and

25 tell them about the Holocaust and explaining it to them about
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this experience. What was your question that you asked me

INTERVIEWER Well was asking you about

whether the Germans

DAVID KAHAN Yes so we were dehumanized

so terribly and they ask me all the time how come the

Jews didnt fight back. Its very difficult to explain.

First of all we were small minority back. where we lived

and we were mistreated. We never had any guns. The Jews

were just tolerated there We were never trained to fight.

10 Then we never believed that they would kill us. If we knew

11 they ould kill us we would fight back. But we couldnt

12 imagine and believe that there was such place of Auschwitz

13 where they would kill us. They lulled us to false security

14 and finally when they killed the rest of our family and we

15 were in Auschwitz we had nothing to fight back with So

16 dont think they were afraid of us. They were just driven

17
by killing They Just enjoyed doing that.

18 And after the liberation waited in the DP.

19
camps in Germany until 1949 until came to the United States.

20 INTERVIEWER Did you think about your family

21 at all

22 DAVID KAHAN Oh all the time

23 INTERVIEWER mean has the

24 DAVID KAHAN All the time there was some kind

25
of hope against hope that maybe somebody will be alive from
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my family somehow but after the liberation found out

that they were all killed. never even went back to my

hometown like lot of other kids went back just to see

what was happening. just had too many bad memories and

felt that the population never helped us so never went

back there and none of us none of my family who came to

Auschwitz survived. was the only one. My two brothers

as mentioned before survived. One who died for the State

of Isreal and one is alive In Isreal now.

10 would say usually when lecture in the

11 schools try to point out first of all they dont really

12 believe it as far as It happened so have to stand before

13 them First they usually see picture of the Holocaust.

14 Germany usually was big enemy sea. The Germans who took

15 it up what happened in those camps. Then usually tell

16 them that two of the main reasons why the Holocaust appeared

17 one that the Jews had no place to go. There was no State of

18 Isreal. Thats why Isreal is so important to the Jewish

19 people. Its where lot of overwhelmingly gentiles wonder

20 why the Jews are almost radical about Isreal because we

21 know very well that if there was place that the Jews would

22 have been allowed to come in six million Jews wouldnt have

23 died or lot of them would have been saved.

24 But there was conspiracy from the whole

25 world. They locked the doors fromthe Jews. Even the ships
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that was refused entry to Cuba even the United States that

in Europe we used to think was haven for the Jews they

wouldnt open their doors. So the wholeworid actually

conspired and closed the doors against Jews. Many times

felt that had the words if was poet would write

book Like EMA LAZOLA and their friends accuse the world

what they have done. Even ELI GAZELLE mentioned it today.

That dont remember the word he used that the world was

closing their doors to the Jews and oh yeah he mentioned

10 that the Germans reacted to everything that they found out

the world would do nothing Hitler and the Germans wouldnt

12 start killing the Jews until they found out finally that

13
no one was letting the Jews enter. There was conference

14 AV-E--AN conference of friends The free countries had

15 conference for three days It didnt seem appropriate to

16 offer to give refuge to the Jews.

17 would say that history in the future will

18 indict the whole world including the United States. read

19 story that two senators were trying to bring bill to

20
pass to let.ten thousand Jews enter each year into this

21
country. They couldnt get hearing. There were lot of

22
anti-Semitic people who didnt like Jews in our State

23
Department in our Senate and Congress. In Canada just

24
heard about book that just came out recently that the

25
man in charge of information was vicious anti-Semitic.
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Only five thousand Jews were let into Canada during the

World War years. In other words the whole world was against

the Jews. hope history will one day judge them in the same

manner as they did the Germans. think lot of people in

the rest of the countries in our State Department in the

Defense Department in Canada the U.S. and England The

English were vicious in their treatment of Jews of closing

the gates of Palestine if they would have left the gates

of Palestine open many thousands of Jews would have been

10 saved so would say that put up in the criminal booth

11 lot of people of the free world at that time closed their

12 doors and theyre just as guilty as the Germans and

13 Hitler for closing the doors to the Jewish people that didnt

14 have chance to escape. They never bombed Auschwitz or the

15 rail lines where the Jews were being taken so it was

16 tragedy that the whole w1i is responsible for.

17 INTERVIEWER You said that there were two

18 things that you oh one is this for Isreal

19 bAVID KAHAN The other --

20 INTERVIEWER You said there were two --

21 DAVID KAHAN Thats right. usually tell

22 them thats right There was no State of Isreal. The

23 other thing was Jews that were prosecuted in Europe before

24 Hitler was born. The population of Europe the gentile

25 population was taught to hate it was an old saying
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among the Jews that an eastern European word to the real

their antiSemitism their hatred for the Jews is said to be

in mothers milk. It was just handed down unfortunately.

dont like to indict the American church because in America

live in freedom and dignity and suffered no anti-Semitism

and neither did the Jews by large but in Europe at Eastertime

in Poland or the Ukraine the service was so anti-Jewish that

they used to have the pograms after that.

So that the tradition of the teachings

10 understand even the ICISH-NER schools in the United States

11 until recently had lot of derogatory things about the Jews

12 and about the Jews killing Christ. That was just inbaked

13 in their souls of hating the Jews. So antiSemitism was

14 there for centuries before Hitler was born. He found

15 fertile soil to prosecute the Jews. The European there

16 was some must say in all sincerity that it was also

17 mentioned to me that the Jews will never forget righteous

18 gentiles who did stay alive to save the Jews. It happened

19 in many countries in Europe but there were tery few who

20 did that but there were. Denmark is one country who will

21 always be remembered forever in the Jewish people history

22 because when they found out that the Germans were going to

23 round up the Jews about 99 percent them were hidden by

24 the Danish people and they were taken over by boats to

25 Sweden and they were saved Its glorious chapter for
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Christianity what they did but there were very few like

that.

INTERVIEWER How did you reconstruct your

life

DAVID KAHAN Well guess part of survival

again Im sure but dont know whether its Jewish

survival or anyone would do like that came to the United

States in 1949. Most of us survived wanted to get married

and have children just to have continuation of our families

10 so Hitler was not right in destroying us. So lived first

11 when arrived to the United States. was sent to

12 Minneapolis Minnesota lovely town. guess each town

13 was taking in so many orphans. Each Jewish community had

14 quota.

15 lived in Minneapolis for about year but

16 was lonely. didnt have no there were other survivors

17 but had some friends in the displaced persons camps in

18 Germany who came to Detroit. We were corresponding and

19 decided to come to Detroit in 19 think the end of 1950.

20 Then in 1953 got married and have three sons.

21 INTERVIEWER Are they all here

22 DAVID KAHAN No none of them unfortunately

23 could make it. And we all started to work and have normal

24 life families. And love this country deeply. Im always

25
grateful that besides the American army saving my life that



_____________
25

had never reallyexperienced freedome and dignity as

human being until came to this country. And Im real

estate man. Im inaudible of my profession.

INTERVIEWER So you do some public speaking

about your experience

DAVID ICAHAN Yes do about the Holocaust.

started about three and half years ago.

INTERVIEWER So you felt there was point

where you felt it was important

10 DAVID KAHAN forgot Until then actually

11 never even talked too much to my own children because

12 didnt want to have them any traumas about the Holocaust and

13 then marked just like we are think most of our survivors

14 in our daily lives we just always the Holocaust is part of

15 us We still have nightmares and even at the happy

16 occasions at wedding or bar mitzvah somehow all these it

17 flashes back. wish my family was here or at my youngest

18 sons bar mitzvah last year when my brother from Isreal came

19 during all the happiness kept thinking that he never knew

20 his grandparents or

21 At this point the tape was done

22

23

24

25


